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ABSTRACT 
 
Although the JET (Japan Exchange and Teaching) Programme and its Assistant 
Language Teachers (ALTs) have existed for more than a quarter century, many 
questions on how and to what extent ALTs ought to be utilized in the classroom 
still remain. Present research is largely concerned with discussions of cultural 
differences that impede successful team-teaching, or documentation of issues, 
such as ALT underutilization, rather than offering tangible solutions or program 
evaluation. Examining the teaching beliefs and attitudes toward student 
motivation of both ALTs and their Japanese counterparts (JTEs) is one possible 
step towards practical solutions to these issues. This paper outlines the results of 
a survey on the importance of motivational strategies given to ALTs and JTEs 
while providing concrete suggestions for how to better utilize ALTs in the way 
that draws from the common beliefs uncovered.  
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 The JET (Japan Exchange and Teaching) Programme is one of the most 
successful and well-known teaching and exchange programs in the world. 
Currently, there are roughly 5,000 JET participants (referred to as JETs) from 41 
countries within Japan (The JET Programme, 2010). Of this, the majority are 
Assistant Language Teachers (ALTs), though Sports Exchange Advisors (SEAs) 
and Coordinators for International Relations (CIRs) are also a part of the 
program. The ALTs are predominantly from English-speaking countries and 
teach English in schools, though other languages may be taught. ALTs chiefly 
team-teach with Japanese teachers of English (JTEs) in junior high and high 
schools. Recently, however, education policy guidelines have expanded this to 
include elementary schools as well (Course of Study, 2003). Participants on JET 
gain real-world teaching experience as well as an opportunity to deepen their 
understanding of a foreign culture. The program’s goal to “promote grass roots 
internationalization at the local level by inviting young overseas graduates to 
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assist in international exchange and foreign language education in local 
governments, boards of education and elementary, junior and senior high schools 
through Japan,” (The JET Programme, 2010) has brought nearly all Japanese 
students into contact with a JET. The degree of exposure to foreign culture this 
program has created is something that few countries can match. The success of 
this program has certainly furthered the EFL field, familiarizing a broader 
population with the concept of English education overseas, as well as inspiring 
the development of EFL programs throughout the world. 

JET was a truly remarkable experience for me and was the catalyst for my 
teaching career, ultimately prompting to pursue a Masters degree at Teachers 
College, Columbia University in Japan (TC Tokyo). I was among the first JETs 
able to stay for 5 years and did so enthusiastically while pursing my degree at TC 
Tokyo. My tenure as an ALT at a public high school in Shizuoka provided me 
with the opportunity develop my teaching abilities, study the Japanese education 
system and learn to understand the needs and motivations of Japanese students. 
While fortunate enough to be placed in a supportive environment with the 
freedom to test ideas without the fear of reprimand, I soon discovered the limits 
of my role, a phenomenon common among ALTs. Most ALTs come to Japan 
with no formal teacher training or experience and are not English majors, and 
thus have only their own learning experiences in their home countries to draw 
upon (Kawamura & Sloss, 1988; Adachi, Macarthur & Sheen, 1998). These 
characteristics of ALTs influence the views of Japanese teachers of English 
(JTEs), and may limit the utilization of ALTs (Kawamura & Sloss, 1988, Geluso, 
in press). Consequently, despite vigorous efforts to be taken seriously, constantly 
expressing a desire to be more involved and becoming more experienced in the 
school, my responsibility remained limited. Furthermore, the students and 
teachers did not perceive my oral communication class as relevant because its 
focus was not university exam preparation. Though it was an academic high 
school, where students are generally well behaved, many were unmotivated or 
unwilling to participate in classroom activities. While I took my teaching 
responsibility seriously, outlining objectives and evaluating materials to ensure 
they supported course objectives as well as engage students and, hopefully, 
motivate them, it was generally expected that the content be “fun” rather than 
“educational.” This friction regarding expectations is identified as typical by 
Smith (1988, p.11) and as a major cause of problems between ALTs and JTEs. 
Intuition told me that my teaching beliefs were not all that different from those of 
my colleagues. This led me to question whether ALTs’ beliefs on teaching 
differed significantly from JTEs’ and to seek solutions as to how JETs could be 
better utilized. In an attempt to further explore the subject of student motivation 
while seeking a method to better utilize ALTs, the following research questions 
were developed: 

 
· What similarities and differences exist in what ALTs and JTEs perceive 

as important in motivating their students? 
· What are possible explanations for any similarities and differences? 
· Drawing from the common ground discovered, what practical action can 

be taken to give ALTs more credibility in the Japanese education system? 
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The hope is that this study, combined with the insights from my ALT 

experience, will highlight common ground in the beliefs of both groups in an area 
of the Japanese education system usually characterized by miscommunication 
and a focus on differences rather than commonalities. By identifying strategies 
which both JTEs and ALTs consider important, these findings may be used to 
improve the team-teaching classroom through better utilization of the ALT, while 
removing potential learning obstacles. Before describing the research conducted, 
a review of the research that influenced this study is in order. 
 
 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
 

This section begins with a survey of the field of second language learning 
motivation, with specific focus on motivational strategies. It then shifts to the 
influence of teacher behavior and actions on student motivation levels. From 
there it moves to research on the JET Programme, defining team-teaching and 
discussing what the role of ALTs ought to be within the Japanese school system 
and reviewing research done on ALTs, with particular focus on research 
regarding their impact on student motivation. 

 
 

Second Language Motivation & Teacher Behavior 
 

In the field of motivation and second language acquisition, Richard 
Gardner (1979) once observed that language learning in schools is “often viewed 
as an educational phenomenon, and ‘second languages’ as a curriculum topic is 
considered much in the same light as any other school subject,” (Dörnyei, 2001, 
p. 47) He considered this inaccurate, for it ignored the social element of 
languages and their related cultures. His socio-cultural theory considers 
languages key in creating understanding between cultures and communities, and 
that the drive for greater awareness motivates language students to learn. This 
model involves two orientations, or types of goals, for motivation: instrumental 
and integrative, the latter of which is more powerful. An instrumental goal is 
typically practical, in which a language is simply a means to an end such as 
attaining a promotion at work, while an integrative goal compels a person to join 
a language community or interact with larger society (Gardner, 1985). Around 
the same time, Deci and Ryan (1985) proposed the similar Self-Determination 
theory that identifies two types of motivation—extrinsic (seeking a reward for 
effort) and intrinsic (seeking knowledge). Benson (1991) created a third type of 
motivation that specifically applied to Japan, personal, which links a student’s 
motivation to their enjoyment of the activity or a desire for personal 
development. Intrinsically motivated students are considered better language 
learners, however research in Asia (Norris-Holt, 2001; Chen, Warden & Chang, 
2005) suggests that, in Japan or Taiwan, learners may be more influenced by 
extrinsic motivation due to the importance placed on exam performance and 
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academic achievement. 
Over time, second language motivation research moved toward the goal 

of identifying effective motivational techniques and practical strategies for 
teachers to employ to help their students. Some studies focused on students’ 
perception of their teacher’s behavior, but others took the approach of asking 
teachers which strategies they used were effective. After surveying students, 
Clément, Dörnyei and Noels (1994) identified classroom activities, classroom 
atmosphere and self-confidence as having profound influence on student 
motivation. Several studies linked intrinsic motivation and self-confidence with 
student perceptions of their teacher as informative or cooperative, while also 
linking perceptions of a controlling teacher to weakened motivation, decreased 
feelings of autonomy and increased anxiety in students (Noels, Clément, & 
Pelletier, 1999; Noels, 2001; den Brok, Levy, Brekelmans, & Wubbels, 2005). 
Among those who looked at teachers were Dörnyei and Csizér (1998) who 
surveyed Hungarian teachers on a variety of strategies, asking some participants 
to rank the items in terms of their perceived importance, and others to rank in 
terms of the frequency with which they were employed. From the results, 10 
commandments to guide teachers were proposed (Dörnyei, 2001). Like the 
Hungarian study, research by Dörnyei and Cheng (2007) surveyed Taiwanese 
teachers of English on a variety of motivational strategies that could be 
implemented to motivate their students. The list of top strategies that emerged in 
Taiwan largely mirrored the Hungary study, however, there were key differences, 
particularly with strategies that focused on teacher behavior or promotion of 
student self-confidence. This focus on how teacher actions affect learner 
motivation was not without some criticism. Schulz (2001) and Gardner and 
Berhaus (2008) both found that student and teacher perceptions on the strategies 
used or their frequency of use were often quite different. Soon after, Guilloteaux 
and Dörnyei (2008), comparing student and teacher perceptions of teacher 
behavior, empirically validated the ability of teachers’ motivational practices to 
raise student motivation levels. Few, if any, studies of this nature have been done 
regarding ALTs in Japan, but Adachi, Macarthur and Sheen (1998), when 
investigating perceptions of JET held by students, ALTs and JTEs, found that 
ALTs and JTEs believe ALTs are having more of an impact on student 
motivation than the students themselves perceive.  
 
 
JET Programme Research 
 
 When JET was introduced in 1987, it marked the beginning of a clash 
over teaching methodology. The prevailing system in Japan was yakudoku, a 
traditional, teacher-centered method that emphasizes accurate, direct translation 
of content, and prioritizes reading and writing skills over speaking or listening 
(Hino, 1988, Gorsuch, 1998). With ALTs came the communicative language 
method, in which “fluency and accuracy are seen as complementary principles,” 
(Brown, 2006). This approach focuses on production of the language and was 
intentionally chosen as the method of use for Japan’s oral communication 
classes.  
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 In addition to the communicative approach, the Ministry of Education, 
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT, or Monbusho) decided to 
implement team-teaching, though not in its customary sense. For JET, team-
teaching is defined as “a concerted endeavor made jointly by the Japanese 
teacher of English (JTE) and the assistant English teacher [ALT] in an English 
language classroom in which the students, the JTE, and the [ALT] are engaged in 
communicative activities,” (Brumby & Wada, 1991, cited in Adachi, Macarthur 
& Sheen, 1998, p. 16-17). Conversely, standard definitions of team-teaching 
include mention of joint responsibility for lesson planning, classroom teaching 
and follow-up and, most importantly the existence of an equal power relationship 
(Bailey, Curtis & Nunan, 2001; Richards & Farrell, 2005). The unequal power 
relationship in JET intentionally places more responsibility on the JTE, while 
making it less threatening if they lack confidence in their English proficiency. 
However, it puts the ALT in a position that is difficult to overcome, particularly 
if they possess no formal teaching experience, which most do not (Smith, 1988; 
Geluso, in press). Beyond teaching English, the ALT is expected to be a cultural 
ambassador and help “internationalize” Japan by sharing their home country’s 
culture with the students of Japan—with some arguing for that to be the only role 
ALTs should play (Browne & Evans, 1994; Garant, 1994).  

 Despite twenty six years of history, there is little research on ALTs and 
the JET Programme and much of that work has been centered on problems. With 
the same issues having been identified repeatedly, few, if any, practical solutions 
have ever being offered. Many works highlight differences between ALTs and 
JTEs, or a lack of cultural understanding by one or both parties of the team-
teaching pair (Kobayashi, 1994; Leonard, 1999; McDonnell, 2000; Galloway, 
2009); while others identify JTEs’ limited English as a culprit for unsuccessful 
teaching relationships (Voci-Reed, 1994; Igawa 2009). Amaki (2008) found, 
when interviewing ALTs, that underutilization of ALTs was the most common 
reason for ALTs expressing dissatisfaction with their jobs.  

There is minimal research on ALTs and their relation to motivation, but that 
which exists shows that both ALTs and JTEs believe ALTs have an effect on 
student motivation, (Adachi, Macarthur, & Sheen, 1998; Meerman, 2003). These 
studies, however, are descriptive and do not produce any clear examples of what 
actions taken by ALTs are successfully improving motivation. This research aims 
to provide guidelines for the development of practical steps ALTs can take, steps 
that JTEs can fully get behind. The following section describes the design of the 
research conducted. 
 
 
METHOD 
 
 The research described here investigates the perceived importance of 
various motivational strategies by ALTs and JTEs as measured through a two-
page quantitative survey that was distributed and collected in November 2008. 
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Hypotheses 
 
Based on my experience as an ALT, the following hypotheses have been 

developed: 
• More than JTEs, ALTs will view L2-related values (here, those held 

within English L1 cultures) and the overall teaching of culture as 
important  

• ALTs will value promoting student self-confidence more than JTEs 
• Strategies linked to teaching methodology or experience will be rated as 

less important by ALTs than JTEs (By teaching methodology and 
experience, I refer to macro-strategies G and J to be described later) 

• ALTs will rank valuing meaning over accuracy as more important than 
JTEs 

• Classroom environment will be important to both groups 
 
For the third hypothesis, regarding strategies related to teaching, macro-strategies 
G (make the learning task stimulating) and J (promote learner 
autonomy/independence) were selected because understanding how a task can 
stimulate or enhance learning and knowing how to encourage autonomy and 
independence in the classroom are skills for which training is necessary. 
Untrained teachers may be able to recognize these elements, but it is unlikely 
they would be able to implement them effectively.  
 
 
Participants 
 
 The survey was conducted in late 2008 at a two-day seminar held in 
Shizuoka prefecture.  In total, there were 149 ALTs and 135 JTEs in attendance 
and participation in the study was voluntary and anonymous. Surveys were 
randomly distributed to participants. Of the 200 surveys distributed, 62 were 
returned (31% return rate), 28 by JTEs and 34 by ALTs. 
 
 
Instrument Design 
 
 The survey instrument was modeled on those of similar studies done by 
Dörnyei and Csizér (1998) and Dörnyei and Cheng (2007). In these studies, 
teachers were asked to rank frequency of use or perceived importance of 
numerous motivational micro-strategies, which are certain actions a teacher can 
take to enhance student motivation. For this research, only perceived importance 
was investigated and the number of micro-strategy items strategies was reduced 
from 40 to 25 so as not to overburden participants. Those chosen were items 
determined to be most appropriate for the ALT/JTE context, and were selected 
based on the researcher’s experience as an ALT. Additionally, the 10 macro-
strategies developed by Dörnyei and Csizér (1998) which guided the creation of 
the 2007 study’s instrument, were used as a structural outline. Care was taken to 
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guarantee that at least one micro-strategy from each of these macro-strategies 
was present in this study’s instrument.  

Both ALTs and JTEs received the exact same bilingual instrument, 
originally written in English, with a Japanese translation immediately following. 
Participants were asked to rate how important they perceived each micro-strategy 
on a five-point Likert scale, one being not important, five being very important. 
The final section of the survey included biodata questions, four for ALTs and one 
for JTEs (Appendix C). 

Unlike the Dörnyei and Cheng (2007) survey, on which this instrument 
was modeled, the decision was made to not only group related micro-strategies 
together, but to display the macro-strategy under which they were contained for 
ease of understanding by participants. While JTEs are all certified teachers with 
educational training, most ALTs arrive with little or no formal training and thus 
are unaware of the field’s metalanguage. The macro-strategy categories were 
intended to provide more information so all participants would be fully aware of 
what they were ranking. With this same goal in mind, the wording was simplified 
on several items so that both ALTs and JTEs of all English levels would be able 
to understand the wording, even though a Japanese translation was provided. As 
the items were drawn from the Dörnyei and Cheng (2007) survey, the reliability 
of the instrument was accepted a priori, having been validated statistically by 
those researchers. 

 
 

RESULTS 
 
Micro-strategy Analysis 
 

While the rankings differed between ALTs and JTEs, there were strong 
similarities in average ratings (Appendix A), especially among the top ranked 
items, suggesting these two groups may have more in common regarding their 
teaching principles than is generally believed. Overall results for both groups 
were quite high, with no average ratings below 3. The top eight items from both 
groups are nearly identical in ranking (Table 1) and very similar in rating. Item 5 
received the highest average rating from both groups, closely followed by items 1 
and 2, which shows that both groups consider teacher behavior and recognizing 
students’ efforts as the most important macro-strategies that affect student 
motivation. Interestingly, item 3, “show your enthusiasm for teaching” had the 
same average rating as “recognizing student efforts” by ALTs, but JTEs rated it a 
bit lower, an average of 4.21, which placed it nearly a third of the way down the 
total list in terms of ranking.  

 
TABLE 1 

Top Ranked Micro-strategies for JTEs and ALTs 
  JTE   ALT   
Ranking Item Average Rating Item Average Rating 
1 5 4.82 5 4.74 
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2 1 4.64 3 4.74 
3 2 4.61 1 4.65 
4 9 4.54 2 4.62 
5 7 4.46 9 4.53 
6 12 4.32 7 4.52 
7 14 4.21 12 4.5 
8 3 4.21 6 4.41 

 
 

The lowest ranked items are also similar, in that a few items all appear 
near the bottom (items 13, 17 and 18), but in general they are less tightly grouped 
than the highly rated strategies (Table 2). Items 4 (be yourself in front of 
students), 8 (make clear to students that communicating meaning effectively is 
more important than being grammatically correct), 19 (encourage students to use 
English outside the classroom) and 24 (adopt the role of a "facilitator") were all 
ranked quite low by one group, and much higher by the other (Appendix A). This 
created the largest differences in average ratings and possible explanations will 
be discussed later. Despite this, the overall trend in item rating is one of 
similarity rather than difference, and in some cases nearly identical responses. 
 

TABLE 2 
Lowest Ranked Micro-strategies for JTEs and ALTs 

  JTE   ALT   
Ranking Item Average Rating Item Average Rating 
20 18 3.64 25 3.88 
21 13 3.61 24 3.82 
22 8 3.54 18 3.73 
23 17 3.39 13 3.67 
24 4 3.32 11 3.65 
25 19 3 17 3.32 

 
 

Macro-strategy Analysis 
 
After analyzing individual micro-strategies, the top eight (one-third) were 

grouped according to their rating and their macro-strategy (Table 3) to see if 
particular macro-strategies emerged. The results for both groups are nearly 
identical. Three macro-strategies (A, B and C) emerge that could be perceived as 
the most important to both groups, and four macro-strategies (F, H, I and J) could 
be perceived as the least important. While macro-strategy B only contained 1 
item (recognize students’ effort and achievement), it was the highest rated 
strategy by both ALTs and JTEs. An additional two macro-strategies (D and E) 
could be considered somewhat important, however few individual strategies 
within them ranked high enough to warrant closer study.  
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TABLE 3 
Rank Order of Macro-strategies for Both JTEs and ALTs 

  JTE ALT 
Macro-strategy Item Item 
A. Proper teacher behavior 1,2,3 1,2,3 
B. Recognize students' effort 5 5 
C. Promote learners' self-confidence 7 6,7 
D. Creating a pleasant classroom climate 9 9 
E. Present tasks properly 12 12 
F. Increase learners' goal-orientedness - - 
G. Make the learning tasks stimulating 14 - 
H. Familiarize learners with L2-related values - - 
I. Promote cohesiveness and group norms - - 
J. Promote learner autonomy/independence - - 

 
Of the four macro-strategies that ranked lowest, H and I are quite 

unexpected. It is not surprising that ALTs ranked item 19 far more highly than 
JTES did (4.18 and 3.00 respectively), but rather remarkable that overall, the 
constituent items of macro-strategy H generally fell in the mid-lower range of the 
items. H is directly linked to one of the guiding principles of the JET Programme, 
that of promoting the understanding of cultural values of English speaking 
countries. Macro-strategy I, was not rated as highly as expected by JTEs (3.71). 
In my experience as an ALT, the needs of the group were often given as the 
explanation for the success or failure of certain classroom practices, yet in this 
study, it was actually given a higher rating by ALTs (4.00) (Appendix B). The 
results surrounding these two macro-strategies seem to suggest that the goal of 
promoting internationalization, on which the JET Programme is founded, may 
not be perceived as important in comparison to other strategies for motivating 
students.  
 
 
DISCUSSION 
 

The results of this research are shades of positive, as neither group rated any 
strategy below an average of 3, however it is clear which strategies are 
considered most important and which are valued least. What is most encouraging 
is that both groups agree, strongly, on several strategies. While some agreement 
was expected, the degree to which it exists was startling, which implies that, in 
terms of motivating students, having teaching experience or received training 
may not matter. For example, the top rated micro (1,2,5,7, and 9) and macro 
(A,B, and C) strategies can be described as universals of teaching that do not 
require experience to recognize their importance. Furthermore, it could be 
experience as a learner, rather than as a teacher, that causes ALTs (and possibly 
JTES) to rate these as important. The difference in rating for item 3, which also 
appears near the top for both, though in different rankings, is likely explained by 
cultural differences in terms of what is considered to be “enthusiasm” or 
appropriate teacher behavior, rather than in terms of experience.  
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Hypotheses 
 

• More than JTEs, ALTs will value L2-related values and the teaching 
of culture as more important 

 
This hypothesis was correct, but the results are somewhat nuanced. While ALTs 
rated all the items under macro-strategy J higher than JTEs, both groups ranked 
these items as less important than many of the other items..This may suggest, as 
did the findings of Adachi, Macarthur and Sheen (1998)  that ALTs do not 
consider teaching their countries’ culture as their primary function and that this 
view may be supported by the JTEs. One possible explanation for this result is 
that, as Amaki (2008) discovered from ALT perceptions, over time, the effects 
ALTs’ cultural differences have on students decrease. Familiarity lessens the 
impact on interest. This decrease has likely been in progress ever since the 
program’s inception, a shift perceptible to both ALTs and JTEs. Additionally, 
many JETs tend to view their time in Japan as a “cultural experience” for 
themselves rather than a “job,” so it is possible that they perceive the cultural 
impact of their time here through what they experience rather than what they 
bring to Japan. Either way, it appears that the idea of ALT as cultural informant 
(Browne & Evans, 1994) has become somewhat obsolete.  
 

• ALTs will value promoting student self-confidence more than JTEs 
 

In my time as an ALT, I often witnessed Japanese teachers encouraging 
effort, rather than praising the students. When reflecting on my own practices, a 
phrase I repeated often was “You can do it!” My aim was to help students feel 
confident in the abilities they already possessed, instead of telling them to keep 
trying. Based on the results for macro-strategy C, perhaps other ALTs use similar 
techniques when talking to students. Their ratings of all 3 items (6,7 and 8) were 
higher than those of JTEs. In particular, item 8 was rated much higher 
(ALT=4.29, JTE=3.29), reflecting the conflict of fluency versus accuracy. There 
is also a connection between item 8 and item 19, which was also rated much 
lower by JTEs than by ALTs. Encouraging students to value communicating 
meaning over accuracy is directly linked to using the language outside the 
classroom. It was quite common for me to read high level student writing, with a 
variety of vocabulary and expressing complex ideas, yet be met with silence It 
was quite common for me to read high level student writing, with a variety of 
vocabulary and expressing complex ideas, yet be met with silence It was quite 
common for me to read high level student writing, with a variety of vocabulary 
and expressing complex ideas, yet be met with silence It was quite common for 
me to read high level student writing, with a variety of vocabulary and expressing 
complex ideas, yet be met with silence It was quite common for me to read high 
level student writing, with a variety of vocabulary and expressing complex ideas, 
yet be met with silence It was quite common for me to read high level student 
writing, with a variety of vocabulary and expressing complex ideas, yet be met 
with silence It was quite common for me to read high level student writing, with 
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a variety of vocabulary and expressing complex ideas, yet be met with silence  
This type of ALT underutilization may be the reason why Japanese students do 
not perceive the ALT to be a motivator to the degree that ALTs or JTEs do 
(Adachi, Macarthur & Sheen, 1998, p. 30). Better utilization through increased 
presence throughout the school, could be a first step, because, as ALTs feel they 
are becoming more valued, they will almost certainly work harder to motivate 
students and view their role as more satisfying. 

 
• Strategies linked to teaching methodology or experience will be 

rated as less important by ALTs than JTEs (macro-strategies G and 
J) 

 
This hypothesis was mostly correct, with JTEs giving six out of the ten 

(9,11, 14, 17, 24, 25) micro-strategies from the macro-strategies (G and J) a 
higher rating than those of the ALTs. Item 24 is likely rated lower by ALTs 
because many lack the ability to effectively employ this strategy due to a lack of 
teacher training, and thus do not consider it important. Again, with item 25, while 
rated low by both groups, JTEs rated it higher, possibly because, as trained or 
experienced teachers, they know how to effectively incorporate peer teaching or 
presentations into the classroom, whereas ALTs may not. Another explanation 
for the low ratings by ALTs is that the metalanguage is unfamiliar to them, 
causing them to overlook the items and rate them as less important. Given my 
experience, it is not surprising that item 24 and 25 were rated low by JTEs, as the 
concepts of learner autonomy or learner independence are sharply in contrast 
with the traditional teacher-centered Japanese teaching style, yakudoku (Hino, 
1988, Gorsuch, 1998). This also makes JTE 2’s belief that teacher-centered 
classes are less motivating is, in this context, unusual and promising.  
 

• ALTs will rank valuing meaning over accuracy as more important 
than JTEs 

 
As mentioned in the discussion of promoting self-confidence, this 

hypothesis proved to be correct. ALTs did give item 8 a higher rating than JTEs. 
Communicative language teaching (CLT) values fluency and accuracy equally, 
while heavy emphasis in schools on entrance exam preparation values accuracy, 
often at the expense of fluency (Brown, 2006). ALTs are explicitly told to use it 
in orientation (CLAIR, 2008), so it is logical that they would view this strategy as 
important. The JET Programme Resource Materials and Teaching Handbook 
(2008) also instructs ALTs to focus on meaning and warns them that it will 
conflict with the standard teaching style as well as the goal of preparing students 
for entrance exams.  
 

• Classroom environment will be important to both groups 
 

This research has shown that both ALTs and JTEs do consider the 
classroom environment important, however what each group defines as 
environment may differ slightly. Of the three micro-strategies related to 
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environment, JTEs, consider it very important (4.54) that a classroom be 
supportive and allow for risk-taking whereas ALTs consider a supportive 
classroom important (4.53) and also view the use of humor as important (4.26). 
For JTEs, creating the right environment is more about supporting the student, 
while ALTs may consider their individual action just as important.  
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 

These results provide more support for the belief that ALTs have insights 
into their school that should be taken seriously (Amaki, 2008). This research has 
found an encouraging amount of common ground in terms of ALT and JTE 
beliefs regarding effective strategies for motivating their students, leading to the 
conclusion that one move towards better ALT utilization is focusing their 
energies more on motivating students and less on sharing their culture. The 
handbook provided to ALTs, explicitly states, “it is our job as teachers to provide 
the missing motivation” (CLAIR, 2008, pg. 60). This could be done by inviting 
the ALT into other classes, such as writing or reading, to give students more 
support and increase ALT opportunities to personalize their connections with 
students. Furthermore, ALTs should make an effort to show they care about the 
students, encouraging them and acknowledging their achievements wherever 
possible since both groups in this study feel these strategies are important 
motivators (Table 1, Table 3). Perhaps ALTs can do this by helping students with 
certain assignments or creating dialogues through the use of journals. This study 
clearly showed that the importance of familiarizing students with L2-related 
values (here those values held in English L1 countries) is less important than 
other goals. Shifting away from lessons based on ALTs’ home culture could be 
another step for better utilization. Since the number of foreigners and ALTs has 
steadily increased over the life of the JTE Programme, it is likely that the goal of 
internationalization is out of date with the “foreign” no longer novel, thus failing 
to provide the same motivation is once held for students. Schools should broaden 
their thinking when it comes to using ALTs to motivate students, expanding 
possibilities from their limited use in a de-contextualized classroom to include 
other courses or situations outside the classroom entirely.  

However schools choose to better utilize their ALTs, one thing is clear - 
determining how to implement strategies is a process that the ALTs and JTEs 
must do together, because, as this study has shown, they largely agree on which 
strategies to use. More direct and improved communication will, hopefully, lead 
to better working relationships where the ALT is better utilized and their input is 
perceived as more valuable. Better relationships would also have the benefit of 
improving the classroom climate, which is something both sides agree is 
important. To ensure this process occurs and succeeds, boards of education must 
provide support, ideally through the development of workshops or other 
mandatory activities. The long-term outcome of promoting better use of ALTs 
will benefit, not only the ALTs themselves, but also their colleagues and 
students. 
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Appendix A 
 
Average rating of micro-strategies by ALTs and JTEs in descending order of 
ranked importance 
 

JTE RATING 
ITEM 
NUMBER ALT RATING 

ITEM 
NUMBER 

4.82 5) 4.74 5) 
4.64 1) 4.74 3) 
4.61 2) 4.65 1) 
4.54 9) 4.62 2) 
4.46 7) 4.53 9) 
4.32 12) 4.52 7) 
4.21 14) 4.5 12) 
4.21 3) 4.41 6) 
4.18 15) 4.29 8) 
4.18 24) 4.26 10) 
4.14 10) 4.18 15) 
4.14 22) 4.18 19) 
4.11 6) 4.09 16) 
3.93 25) 4.09 20) 
3.93 20) 4 23) 
3.82 21) 3.97 4) 
3.79 11) 3.94 21) 
3.75 16) 3.94 22) 
3.71 23) 3.88 14) 
3.64 18) 3.88 25) 
3.61 13) 3.82 24) 
3.54 8) 3.73 18) 
3.39 17) 3.67 13) 
3.32 4) 3.65 11) 
3 19) 3.32 17) 
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Appendix B 
 
 Micro-strategy descriptive statistics, grouped by macro-strategy 
 
  JTE   ALT   
Item Number and Description MEAN SD MEAN SD 
A. Proper Teacher Behavior     
1. Show students you care about them 4.64 0.62 4.65 0.49 
2. Establish a good relationship with students 4.61 0.63 4.62 0.49 
3. Show your enthusiasm for teaching 4.21 0.69 4.74 0.62 
4. Be yourself in front of students 3.32 0.98 3.97 1.00 
B. Recognize students' effort     
5. Recognize students’ effort and achievement 4.82 0.39 4.74 0.51 
C. Promote learners self-confidence     
6. Encourage students to try harder 4.11 0.74 4.41 0.70 
7. Design tasks that are within students’ ability 4.46 0.64 4.52 0.71 
8. Make clear to students that communicating meaning 
effectively  3.54 1.04 4.29 0.94 
is more important than being grammatically correct     
D. Create a pleasant classroom climate     
9. Create a supportive classroom climate that promotes 
risk-taking 4.54 0.79 4.53 0.66 
10. Bring in and encourage humor 4.14 0.85 4.26 0.83 
11. Use a short and interesting opening activity to start 
each class 3.79 0.99 3.65 1.12 
E. Present tasks properly     
12. Give clear instructions by modeling 4.32 0.82 4.50 0.75 
F. Increase learners' goal-orientedness     
13. Encourage students to set learning goals 3.61 0.74 3.67 1.11 
G. Make the learning tasks stimulating     
14. Break the routine by varying the presentation format 4.21 0.63 3.88 1.05 
15. Introduce various interesting topics 4.18 0.77 4.18 0.77 
16. Present various auditory and visual teaching aids 3.75 0.80 4.09 0.62 
17. Encourage students to create products 3.39 0.79 3.32 1.17 
18. Make tasks challenging 3.64 0.91 3.73 0.98 
H. Familiarize learners with L2-related values     
19. Encourage students to use English outside the 
classroom 3.00 0.90 4.18 0.90 
20. Familiarize students with the cultural background of 
the target  3.93 0.94 4.09 0.83 
language     
21. Introduce culturally authentic materials 3.82 0.77 3.94 0.89 
22. JTE Only—Increase the amount of English you use in 
the class 4.14 0.85   
22. ALT Only—Limit the amount of Japanese you use in 
the class   4.06 0.86 
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I. Promote group cohesiveness and group norms     
23. Encourage students to share personal experiences and 
thoughts 3.71 0.76 4.00 0.90 
J. Promote learner autonomy/independence     
24. Adopt the role of ‘facilitator’ (create situations where 
students  4.18 0.72 3.82 0.87 
learn from each other)     
25. Encourage peer teaching and group presentation 3.93 0.96 3.88 0.82 
     
     
 
Appendix C  
 
Qualitative survey instrument 
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